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1. Abstract  

Currently, it has been observed how the use of 

integrated circuits (IC) is important for technology 

development, they’re present in practically all electronic 

devices used nowadays. The fact that allowed the 

development of integrated circuits was the domain of 

semiconductor materials, which led to the creation of 

the transistor, a key device for the integration of 

components into an IC. The electronics’ industry 

focuses its efforts on always reducing the scale of the 

transistors to be integrated, this allows a greater amount 

of components to be inserted in the same IC. However, 

the difficulties of further scale reducing show that the 

efforts must be directed also to the layouts’ 

development stage of these devices. Based on this 

scenario this paper aims to develop the layout of an IC 

CMOS, known as synchronous 4-bit counter using 

LASI (educational software), as a way to contribute to 

the dissemination of relevant knowledge to the IC 

design area. Farther, the simulations of the proposed 

circuits, performed through SPICE platform are also 

shown, ensuring the full functioning of the layout 

developed. 

 

2. Introduction 

Jointly with transistors, the Integrated Circuits are 

considered the most significant discover of the history 

in the electronic industry [1], because they have allowed 

the current growth and evolution of it. With the ICs 

production process evolution, the necessity to evolve the 

layout and design stages of these devices was arisen [2]. 

As the area of ICs design is a restrict area, with regard 

to educational issues due to high costs related to license 

acquisition of the robust commercial software, and the 

skilled labour is scarce (mainly in Brazil), there is a 

large requirement on training this manpower [3]. In 

order to approach this area to the university, so that rise 

the possibility of the graduation focused on ICs layout 

design, this paper aims the development of an useful 

CMOS (Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor) 

IC layout by using freeware educational tools. The 

software employed to make the layouts is called LASI 

(Layout System for Individuals), which is a program 

that requires of the user a good understanding of the 

employed technology and of the fabrication process, 

beyond that it also requires an understanding about the 

involved physics laws. LASI also have utilities that 

allows the error checking according to the rules imposed 

to each technology (DRC – Design Rules Checking) and 

the extraction of the circuit that can be simulated in 

SPICE (Simulation Program with Integrated Circuit 

Emphasis) based programs, which allows the simulation 

of the developed circuit in an integrated level [4]. This 

paper also aims to demonstrate the needed stages to 

project an IC layout in order to ensure that it will be 

useful. However, it’s important to highlight that the 

educational programs do not replace a commercial 

software, since educational programs cover the 

fundamental project requirements and demand that the 

students put efforts to understand the process and the 

variables involved in this (engendering knowledge), 

although do not provide the files and documentation 

required by the factory of integrated circuits (only 

commercial programs offer), but it includes all the 

simulations that promise circuit functionality.  

 

3. Methodology 

A. IC Design Flow 

Aiming to facilitate and to disseminate easier and 

cheaper ways to learn and teach ICs design, as a way to 

bring it closer to the universities, a flowchart 

considering the main steps in the layout design of an IC 

was developed and is shown in Fig 1. These steps are 

meant to be used with the educational software LASI, so 

the designer student will be able to evolve well on the 

path of becoming a professional, considering that this 

sequence will demand the student to achieve the needed 

knowledge to understand the process of developing a 

functional IC [5]. 

 

 
Fig.1. Flowchart of designing sequence of steps [5]. 



The first step is to check the specifications to define 

the technology, the transistors (sizes and threshold 

frequency) and the function of the IC. 

The second step is the beginning of designing the 

schematic to verify if the circuit is going to accomplish 

its function and to find out which structures are going to 

be used on it. At this stage is necessary to run the 

simulation of what is being developed to see if it is 

acceptable or not. It is necessary to keep into this step 

until it gets acceptable (loop) so it is possible to jump to 

the next steps. 

The third step is the actual layout’s design and it 

consists in choosing the level of the layout (standard 

cell or full custom) and then in drawing the polygons to 

engender the transistors and the connections between 

the circuits. This stage is also a loop that the designer 

starts drawing the circuits, running from time to time the 

design rule check, to make sure there is no unacceptable 

construction on the layout, and then proceed to the 

netlist extraction. 

The fourth step consists in evaluating the netlist in 

an external software (LTSPICE). Therefore, it is 

possible to know about micro and nano aspects that 

could affect the working of the circuit and about small 

level mistakes that could make it non-functional [5]. 

 

B. IC Development 

Following the proposed sequence of steps a 

functional IC was developed. The structure chosen was 

the synchronous 4-bit counter. The Fig. 2 shows the first 

stage of this structure developed in LASI (the counter 

consists in four equal stages connected in cascade with 

logic gates dividing the frequency to the next stage). 

Each stage is designed with one flip-flop JK. 

 

 
Fig.2. Flip-flop JK (first stage of the counter). 

 

4. Results  

After designing the counter, a set of simulations 

were carried out to make sure, it is a functional circuit. 

Using the LTSPICE it’s possible to check if the circuit 

is functional. The Fig. 3 shows the behaviour of the 

circuit when a clock frequency is applied in the input 

where the first waveform is the applied clock and the 

next ones are the first and second stages of the counter. 

 

 
Fig.3. Outputs of the counter with applied clock. 

 

5. Conclusions  

The simulations show that the circuit developed 

works with good performance, considering the applied 

clock frequency. The LASI software shows itself as an 

unexploited resource due to the lack of courseware 

material but at the same time as a powerful educational 

tool considering the amount of knowledge, it demands 

of the designer to engender a useful IC. Using the 

sequence of steps proposed the feasibility of using LASI 

as a cheap first step in the learning process is increased. 
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